Stability of parallel queueing systems with coupled service rates
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Introduction

Main results

We study a parallel system of queues fed by independent arrival
streams, where the service rate  for queue  is a function of the number of customers in all of the queues. These models are natural for:

For arbitrary parallel queueing systems:



Wireless networks, where the available transmission rate in a particular cell depends on the number of ongoing data transfers in the
neighboring cells.

Manufacturing systems, where a server is capable to process other
queues when its own buffer is empty.
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Conditions for verifying the stability/unstability of queue  .

For monotone systems where p has uniform limits in infinity:


Sharp characterization of the stability region.

As an example, consider two neighboring wireless base stations, where
the number of ongoing file transfers is modeled as a parallel queueing
system with
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Capacity planning problem. How big load can the system support
while remaining stochastically stable?
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where the numerator represents multiuser diversity gain and the denominator models intercell interference. The figure below describes the stability regions of the system: both queues are stable for      '  ;
only queue  is stable for      '  ; and both queues are unstable
for     ' .
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In mathematical terms, determine the set of input rates  "!#!"!$ &%(' ,
for which the queue length process ) * +),"!"!"!"-).%(' satisfies
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Monotone systems
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A Markov process ) is monotone, if for all increasing functions P , the
map QSRT UWVLPX+)F+G-':'CD?)FYNZ'M*8QC[ is increasing.
Proposition. A parallel queueing system with state-dependent service
rates   "!"!"!$  % is monotone if and only if Q]\^RT &_Q  "!"!"!"Q % ' is
a*  .
decreasing for all  and all `b8
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